CERTIFICATE Nr. C2-NEON-2016
Producer
ESTRELLA ES-PRESS, spol. s r.o.
Nitranská 415/1, 460 01 Liberec 3, ČR
Branch: Těpeře 34, 468 22 Železný Brod
VAT: CZ47284609
Product

ENT Estrela Neon, Estrela Neon Silk, esNEON ®
Product Specification
The special technology ENT Estrela NEON, esNEON® presents an unique process in decoration of
glass bases and consists in applying a mixture of color pigments in very thin layers that thereafter
are fixed with heat. This way a very good chemical and mechanical bond is assured.
The colors glow under the UV „black“ light. The UV-effect enhances thanks to the small particles of
special pigments. Once accomplished the chemical boundage, the particles can produce a smooth
dust on the surface of the bead that is caused by the heat fixation. This is only a one-time effect on
freshly produced beads and no more of color is being released afterwards. Therefore the dust is not
to be considered as a quality deffect of finished product.
The products do not contain heavy metals: Cd, Pb, CrVI, Hg and are distinguished by a
charecheristic of high resistance against water (hot/salt), steam, perspiration, alcohol, cosmetics
and other chemical substances.
According to hand-made production, small surface variations and deviations in color shades are
tolerated.
When facing intense direct sunshine during an extended period of time, the colors may fade or
change.
Cannot be exposed to temperatures higher than 200°C / 392°F.
ENT Estrela Neon, esNEON® is a registred trademark. Displaying
and offering products of other manufactures under this brand or
its other misusage will be accordingly legally handled.
In Těpeře – Železný Brod
Dated: January 4th 2016
Contact
Estrella Es – Press, spol. s r.o., Těpeře 34 – 468 22 Železný Brod, Česká republika
Tel: + 420 483 332 211 | Fax: + 420 483 389 187 | E-Mail: estrela@estrela.cz
www.estrela.cz | www.estrella-es.com | www.EstrelaNeon.com | www.facebook.com/EstrelaBeads

